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GENEKAG DIRECTIONS. 

TO TAKE MEASURES. Great care should be taken in 
getting measures. (See illustration below.) 

TAKE BUST MEASURE with the tape measure straight 
around the largest part of the bust, as shown below, high up under 
the arms; take a snug, close measure, neither too tight nor 
too loose, 

TAKE MEASURE AROUND THE WAIST as tight as the 

TAKE LENGTH OF WAIST from the large joint where 
neck and body join down to the waist. Care must be taken to get 
this measure. 

SLEEVE MEASURE is taken from center of back to wrist 
oint, with arm raised and elbow bent. 

IN CUTTING a garment look carefully at the drafts being* 
copied ; use numbers and curves as shown in draft. 

THE ARROWS are used for two purposes—one.to show 
which way to turn the curve, the other the number of- points to -be 
connected with the curve. 

THE CURVE should always be turned with the largest part 
in the direction in which the arrow points. 

When the arrow is placed between two lines it shows that only 
two points are to be connected. 

When the arrow is placed upon a cross line it shows that three 
points must be connected with the curve, that the point by the 
arrow is the middle one, and the points nearest on each side must 
be connected with the curve at the same time, with larger par o 
the curve turned in the direction the arrow points. 

The letter A in cornet of draft is the starting point in making 

TAKING MEASUREMENTS. 

TO CHANGE THE WAIST LINE. 

The back must always be drafted first, and where the scale being 
used does not bring out the desired lengths, we raise or lower the 
waist line to the desired lengths. 

Make a point at all the figures on the base line until we come to 
the waist line ; make a dot at the waist line figure. Then take the 
tape-measure and measure from the first figure at back of neck; 
draw down to desired length of^waist and make a point, for this is 
where we want the waist line drawn. 

Notice the difference between the dot and the point by scale 
measure, and change all the figures below the waist line the same as 
waist line. Be careful to change the side-back, under-artn gore, and 
front same as the back. When we have completed the drafts, take 
the tape measure and measure the patterns at waist line, omitting 
all seams, darts and hem. 

If it ii not the exact size, make the required changes at the 
under-arm dart by moving the figures at waist-line closer together, 
or further apart (as the case may be), % the amount at each side of 
dart ; and if there are no under-arm darts, change the outside seam 
line at waist line- y2 the amount; this being cut double will make 
the full amount required. 

DIRECTIONS FOR BASTING. 
First: — Smooth, even tracing is very necessary. Place the 

pattern smooth on lining crosswise. Trace each line carefully. 
Cut the lining same as pattern. Place the lining straight on the 
goods, the nap, if any, running down. Pin the lining at the waist 
line. Full the lining (from % to y2 inch) each side of the waist 
line, from \y2 inches below the waist line to 2 y2 inches above, the 
greatest fullness coming at the waist line ; this shortens the lining, 
but when boned it will be stretched to place. Leave the lining 
easy each way, from top of darts to shoulders, and one-fourth of an 
inch full at center of shoulder line. Never backstitch in basting or 
draw the thread tight. 

In joining the different parts together, care must be taken, as 
smooth, even basting is necessary. • Pass the needle exactly through 
the traced seam on both sides of the seam, as many garments are 
ruined by careless basting. 

In joining the back and side-back hold the side-back to you, 
thus you will baste one up and the other down. It is a good idea to 
pin these pieces before basting. If the shoulder blades are promi¬ 
nent, hold the back piece a little full where the shoulder blades 
strike to within 1)4 inches of arms-eye. In basting the shoulders, 
hold the back to you. Baste evenly for 1 inch, then stretch the 
front shoulder to match the back for the back is always cut longer. 







Misses’ Afternoon Dress. 

Use scale corresponding with bust measure to draft entire waist and 
sleeves, which consists of back, under-arm and front lining. Full upper 
front, and three sleeve portions, revere and collar. If the full upper 
front is cut from silk, or any contrasting material, it must be faced on 
the upper-arm front from the under-arm seam to the line where the re¬ 
vere is set on with the same material as the dress. Place the notch in 
revere at shoulder seam and let it extend around the shoulders in 
around yoke effect in back. 

Dress of old rose cashmere, with pale green and old rose changeable 
silk. Band of black satin at foot, headed with very narrow black silk 
braid. Revere collar and sleeve also trimmed in the narrow braid 
Small turn-over collar of the same silk as vest front. Belt of satin with 
narrow piping of silk, extra piece pointed at either end set across the 
front, and held in position with a fancy button tacked on either end. 
Draft skirt by waist measure and regulate the length by the tape meas¬ 
ure. Stiffen with hair cloth or canvas. 
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Childs’ Accordeon Plaited Dress. 



Draft the entirffblouse waist and 
eaton jacket under-waist also by 
scale corresponding with the chest 

Use blouse waist given on page 
17, which consists of back and front 
blouse portions, sleeve C. No. 11 
on this page, cuff and-collar. Un¬ 
der waist consists of back and 
front portions. Eaton jacket con¬ 
sists of back and front jacket por¬ 
tions and sleeve X 14. No. * 

Dr.aftpants by scale correspond¬ 
ing with hip measure and regulate 
length by the tape measure. But¬ 
ton the pants to under-waist. Hem 
the botton of blouse waist, run 

Boy’s Eaton Jacket and Blouse Waist Suit. 



Ladies’ Blouse Waist Street Costume. 

regulate length by the tape measure. 
Turn left blouse front back on first dotted line for hem. Line right blouse front back beyond the slashes'to a depth of at least one inch. 

Lap the right front over the left so that the line just beyond the slashes will come even with the second line along front edge of left blouse front. 
Close along this same line with hooks and loops. Tack a fancy button on each tab and put hook and loop underneath to hold tab in position. 
Where the blouse is desired very loose, a lining may be cut same as blouse portions, and the tight lining omitted. If the blouse is made over 
loose lining, sew to a band the size of waist. Cut tabs about one inch longer'than their width; sew onto the waist band. A fancy belt is made to 
fasten over. If tight lining is used, the blouse is gathered and adjusted to waist line. Make tabs for skirt same as for waist. Sew their unfinished 
end into front seams of skirt. Turn them backwards and tack them in position with button. Tabs set in at the top of collar and sleeve are not 
confined with the buttons. This stylish suit was made of striped lustre in two shades of blue. Black ribbon, velvet and smoked pearl buttons were 
used for trimming. 





Ladies’ Blouse Waist Street Costume—Continued. 
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Misses’ School Dress. 

Use scale corresponding with the bust measure to 
draft the two waists. Which consists of a one piece 
underwaist. Back of blouse, right and left front por¬ 
tions, sleeve, collar and cuff. Fasten right blouse por¬ 
tion and left blouse portion together at center of front 
neck. Laping right blouse over left blouse, and fasten 
again along down left side with buttons. If side is 
ruffled, as illustrated, cut off hem % inch outside of 
dotted line. Sewr on ruffle, and face back. Join sailor 
only across back neck at left, agd entirely around right 
side to cgnter of front. Face collar on left side and 
bring it to center of front after left side of blouse is 
fastened and close with hook and loop. Interline col¬ 
lar and cuff with canvas. Cut skirt by the scale cor¬ 
responding with the waist measure, and regulate the 
length by tape measure. This pretty and serviceable 
little dress was made'of a narrow check flannel, with 
plain velvet for collar and cuffs. 
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Misses’ School Dresses—Continued. 



Ladies’ Visiting Toilet. 



Ladies’ Visiting Toilet.—Continued. 



Misses’ Visiting Toilet. 

Use the scale corresponding with bust meas¬ 
ure to draft the entire waist and sleeves, which 
consists of back and front waist portions. 
Plaited back and front, shiring for front two 
sleeves portions, sleeve cap and rolling collar. 
Woolen goods in diagonal plaid was selected 
for this pretty dress, with narrow braid for 
trimming. White silk muslin for full front, 
gather full front, place it on lining front, sew it 
to neck and bottom. Turn back on first dot¬ 
ted line of plait portion for hem. Lay the plaits 
as indicated by notches. Place plaited front on 
lining- front so the hem will overlap full front. 
Join it in the shoulder and under arm seam. 
Line sleeve with cap silk and plait according to 
notches. Join in arm’s eyes with sleeve. Line 
collar with silk, and interline with any desired 
stiffening. 

Draft skirt by waist measure and regulate the 
length by the tape measure. 



Misses’ Visiting Toilet.—Continued. 

Child’s and Misses’ Cloak. 



Child’s and Misses’ Cloak.—Continued. 
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Child’s Blouse Waist Suit.—Continued. 
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Misses’ Street Costume. 



Misses’ Street Costume. 



Misses’ Evening Dress. 



Misses’ Evening Dress—Continued. 



Misses’ Evening Dress.—Continued. 

Ladies’ Trilby Drawers. 



Stout Ladies’ Toilet. 

Use scale corresponding with the 
sleeves, which consists of back, side back, two under- 
two sleeve portions. 
Face right side back with velvet beyond line for revere, and fold back. Close 
right side over left side letting the dotted lines down center of front come together. 
Bring left side—at neck—over to righc. side so that notch in neck will come to 
where revere turns back at neck. Letting left side come underneath. Fasten 
right side over to left with dither buttons or hooks. This dress was made of 
novelty goods. Trimmed in velvet. But will develop nicely in any of the woolen 
goods, and is handsome trimmed in fur. 

Draft skirt by waist measure, and regulate the length by the tape measure. 
This diagram should not be used for a person of less than 38 to 45 inches 

bust me.asure, as it is intended for stout figures only. 
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Stout Ladies’ Toilet—Continued. 



Ladies’ Street Costume. 

Use scale corresponding with the bust measure to draft the entire waist, sleeves and jacket. Waist consists of back, side back, 
under-arm, front, two sleeve portions and collar. Cape consists of back, front, sleeve, two sleeve caps, revere rolling collar and band 
collar. Gut skirt by scale corresponding with the waist measure and regulate the length by the tape measure. Join all the different 
parts as indicated. This stylish dress was made of woolen suiting and trimmed in astrakan. Sew the shoulder cape in the arm’s eye by 
placing notch at shoulder seam and short end in back. Interline both collars well, also revere. Suit is lined throughout with taffeta. 
The plain waist is very simply made. Trim skirt down left front seam with a band of the astrakan, and extend it around the bottom. 
Sew revere to edge of right side of jacket front and lap over to the left side. Place hook and eyes under revere to hold it in position. 



Ladies’ Street 



Ladies’ Street Costume.—Continued. 

Ladies’ Chemise. 



Misses’ Lounging Robe. 



Misses’ House Dress. 



Ladies’ Evening Toilet. 

Use the scale corresponding with the bust measure to draft the entire waist and sleeves, which consists 
of back and front lining portions. Full back and front, and collar for waist. Jacket, collar for jacket, and 
two sleeve portions. 

Use the scale corresponding with the bust measure to draft the skirt, and regulate the length by the 
tape measure. Make tight waist and adjust full waist over it, by placing neck, front, arms eye and bottom 
even, gather the extra fullness, at bottom and neck, and face the bottom, and arms eye. Stiffen small col¬ 
lar, over lay it with the silk and sew to waist. Line jacket with the silk, sew on large collar and roll 
reveres and collar back on dotted line. Reveres and collar must be interlined with a stiffening. Skirt may 
be closed either under the arm or in the back with hooks and eyes. 

This dress was made of steel gray cashmere, and taffet in both plain and plaid, and trimmed in velvet 
ribbon,, with cut steel buttons in two sizes. The plaid silk was used for the full waist, and the plain for the 
reveres and collar, also to face sleeves down at top below first row of shirring. The plaid silk was of old 
led and steel gray. The plain is old red. 



Ladies’ Evening Toilet.—Continued. 
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FASHION S FREAKS. 

made dresses are hardly so stiff in their effect. The Russian blouse 
and three-piece skirts are the most popular patterns employed in 
their design. One very handsome suit was seen in light tan cut in 
this way and trimmed in flat silk braid. The braid was put on in 
straight rows in groups, their number diminishing toward the top 
and put on around figure and carried entire length of both dress and 
blouse waist the fullness of blouse at waist line being confined with a 
belt that had 3 rows of the brade laid on. The belt was held in place 
at left side with a large fancy button. The blouse fastened diagonally 
across the front from right side of neck to left side of waist. One 
large revere was placed along edge of fastening and turned back 
toward the right side, and held in place by 5 large buttons set on its 
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